We study periodic inversion and phase transition of normal, displaced, and chirped finite energy Airy beams propagating in a parabolic potential. This propagation leads to an unusual oscillation: for half of the oscillation period the Airy beam accelerates in one transverse direction, with the main Airy beam lobe leading the train of pulses, whereas in the other half of the period it accelerates in the opposite direction, with the main lobe still leading -but now the whole beam is inverted. The inversion happens at a critical point, at which the beam profile changes from an Airy profile to a Gaussian one. Thus, there are two distinct phases in the propagation of an Airy beam in the parabolic potential -the normal Airy and the single-peak Gaussian phase. The length of the single-peak phase is determined by the size of the decay parameter: the smaller the decay, the smaller the length. A linear chirp introduces a transverse displacement of the beam at the phase transition point, but does not change the location of the point. A quadratic chirp moves the phase transition point, but does not affect the beam profile. The two-dimensional case is discussed briefly, being equivalent to a product of two one-dimensional cases.
Introduction
Airy beams exhibiting accelerating, nondiffracting and self-healing properties have become a subject of immense interest in the last decade [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Among research topics, the propagation of Airy beams in optical fibers has attracted much attention recently [7, [10] [11] [12] . There, taking the third-order dispersion into account results in pulses resisting dispersive distortion, performing transverse inversion, and producing oscillating behavior. Such an inversion of an Airy beam occurring during propagation can also be obtained from the double focusing effect [13] or in a strongly nonlocal nonlinear medium [14] . Similar to traditional beams, the dynamics of an Airy beam may easily be manipulated in the presence of an external potential. For example, due to a linear potential, the accelerating trajectory of an Airy beam can be stretched transversely [5, 15, 16] . Bloch oscillation and Zener tunneling of an Airy beam can be obtained in a photonic lattice [17] , to name a few solid-state-like phenomena.
Here, we are specifically concerned with what happens in an external parabolic potentiala workhorse of the introductory quantum mechanics. Although the quantum-mechanical harmonic oscillator is a well-researched topic, in paraxial optics sometimes it leads to unexpected novel propagation phenomena. This potential -among myriad of other uses -is frequently utilized as a harmonic trap in Bose-Einstein condensates, especially if the nonlinearity is weak and can be neglected. Another nonlinear problem which easily turns linear is the beam propagation in highly nonlocal media, such as nematic liquid crystals. The accessible soliton model of Snyder and Mitchel [18] in the highly nonlocal limit reduces to the linear harmonic oscillator. A widely used application of the parabolic potential in optics is in the propagation of pulses in graded-index (GRIN) fibers. If one launches a Gaussian beam into such a potential, it oscillates back and forth without changing its profile, in a perfect harmonic style. However, if one launches an Airy beam in a parabolic potential, the propagation is very different.
Quite surprisingly, such a problem has not been considered in the research literature. Linear dynamics of an Airy-Gauss beam due to a parabolic potential was addressed in [3] , using the ABCD matrix method. However, in view of the importance of Airy and related diffraction-free beams, the topic deserves deeper exploration. Owing to the parabolic potential, a finite energy Airy beam will undergo a profound change, including periodic inversion during propagation and curious shape change at the critical -turning -points. This motion is not the harmonic oscillation. Such a behavior raises a number of questions. The most obvious is, why and how does the inversion happen? How to understand and describe the process? What happens at the critical point? Does the beam remain diffraction-free? Is the inversion affected by a transverse displacement of the beam? These questions will be addressed in this paper.
We investigate here the linear dynamics of normal and transversely displaced Airy beams due to a parabolic potential, theoretically and numerically. We answer the questions posed above. However, one should keep in mind that these questions pertain to the motion of the lobes or of the caustics of an Airy beam -which is what people usually have in mind when talking about the accelerating beams. The center of mass of a finite energy Airy beam follows different dynamics -in this case a perfect harmonic oscillation. This is the same motion as that of a Gaussian beam in parabolic potential -except that the Gaussian beam does not change its shape while oscillating, whereas the Airy beam changes drastically.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we introduce the theoretical model; in Sec. 3, we find an analytical solution when the initial beam is a transversely displaced finite energy Airy beam; and in Sec. 4 we provide the solution when the initial beam is chirped. The two-dimensional case is briefly discussed in Sec. 5. We conclude the paper in Sec. 6.
Theoretical model
In the paraxial approximation and in the absence of nonlinearity, the beam in propagation obeys the normalized dimensionless linear parabolic (Schrödinger-like) equation
where ψ is the beam envelope and V (x) an external potential, usually coming from an appropriate change in the medium's refractive index. The variables x and z are the normalized transverse coordinate and the propagation distance, scaled by some characteristic transverse width x 0 and the corresponding Rayleigh range kx 2 0 . Here, k = 2πn/λ 0 is the wavenumber, n the index of refraction, and λ 0 the wavelength in free space. For our purpose, the values of parameters can be taken as x 0 = 100 µm, and λ 0 = 600 nm [6, 9] . We consider the parabolic potential
with the parameter α measuring the depth of the potential. With this choice of the potential, Eq. (1) describes the linear harmonic oscillator and possesses many well-known solutions. We select the ones that are relevant for the study at hand, some of which are derived by the self-similar method [19] [20] [21] . Generally, the solution of Eq.
(1) can be written as [22, 23] 
where
is associated with the corresponding kernel. Combining Eqs. (2) and (3), after some algebra one ends up with
, and
One can see that the integral in Eq. (4) is a Fourier transform of ψ(x, 0) exp(ibx 2 ), with K being the spatial frequency. Therefore, after choosing a certain input ψ(x, 0), one can get an analytical evolution solution by finding the Fourier transform of ψ(x, 0) exp(ibx 2 ). In other words, the propagation of a beam in a parabolic potential is equivalent to the self-Fourier transform; that is, to a periodic change from the beam to the Fourier transform of the beam with quadratic chirp and back. It is worth mentioning that Eq. (4) is a fractional Fourier transform of the initial beam [24], the "degree" of which is proportional to the propagation distance. Overall, the use of Fourier transform simplifies the analysis greatly.
Solutions and numerical simulations

Finite energy Airy beams without transverse displacement
We consider first the case in which a finite energy Airy beam ψ(x, 0) = Ai(x) exp(ax) is the input, where a is the decay parameter -a positive real number which makes the total energy finite. It also makes the beam more easily fit into the potential well. The solution of Eq. (4) can be found using two steps:
(i) Find the Fourier transforms of ψ(x, 0) = Ai(x) exp(ax) and exp(ibx 2 ), which can be written as [1, 2] :ψ
and
respectively.
(ii) Perform the convolution of the two Fourier transforms in Eqs. (5a) and (5b), and using the definition [25] Ai(x) = 1 2πi
find the inverse Fourier transform:
This is the general procedure for solving Eq. (4). It is clear that the solution in Eq. (6) is a periodic function that should execute harmonic oscillation, as demanded by the parabolic potential. The question is, does this really happen? From Eq. (6), one can find the accelerating trajectory of the initial beam during propagation, in the form:
with z = (2m + 1)D/4. Note that the trajectory in Eq. (7) is ideal, because it indicates that the Airy beam can accelerate all the way to infinity x → ±∞ when z → (2m + 1)D/4. However, upon exponential apodization of the Airy beam, such an acceleration will stop when z is close to the phase transition point (2m + 1)D/4. At that point the character of the beam propagation will drastically change -the beam will turn around, accelerate in the opposite direction, and change the shape. While the change in the sign of velocity is expected at the turning points of a parabolic potential, no change in the acceleration and shape is expected, nor the appearance of a different phase in the motion. Note also that the accelerating trajectory given by Eq. (7) is a periodic function, with the period
and not a parabolic curve. Now, several issues concerning Eq. (6) must be addressed:
(i) When the propagation distance is an integer multiple of the period, i.e., z = mD with m being a nonnegative integer, we have ψ(x, z) = ψ(x, 0) -an initial beam recurrence.
(ii) When the propagation distance is an odd integer multiple of the period halves, i.e., z = (2m + 1)D/2, we have ψ(x, z) = ψ(−x, 0) -an inversion of the initial beam.
(iii) When the propagaion distance is an odd integer multiple of the period quarters, i.e. z = (2m + 1)D/4, we have trouble -Eq. (6) is invalid because b = 0. In this case, one has to directly solve Eq. (4) for the Fourier transform of the initial beam. The result is:
where s = 1 if m is even and s = −1 if m is odd. This field is unrelated to the initial Airy beam -that is, a new "phase" of the propagating beam.
Interestingly, Eq. (9) displays a Gaussian intensity profile (energy distribution is paritysymmetric), which is completely different from the intensity profiles elsewhere during propagation (energy distribution is parity-asymmetric). It is similar to the propagating Gaussian pulse as it bounces off the potential wall -but the Gaussian beam remains Gaussian in propagation, whereas this pulse inverts and becomes an inverse Airy beam. On the other hand, it is different from a free Gaussian wave packet hitting an infinite potential wall -there, during the bounce the packet becomes rapidly oscillating multi-peaked structure, owing to the interference between the incoming and the reflected beam. Since the inversion introduces a discontinuity in the velocity and a singularity in the acceleration, for a lack of better word we refer to the phenomenon as the phase transition of the finite energy Airy beam, due to the parabolic potential. Correspondingly, z = (2m + 1)D/4 are the phase transition points. Following the aforementioned procedure, the solution involving propagation of a finite energy Airy beam is obtained, which is a combination of Eqs. (6) and (9). In Fig. 1(a) and Media 1, we show the propagation of the input Airy beam obtained numerically, using a beam propagation method; we set the propagation distance to only 2D, which is enough to display periodicity. One can see that the beam exhibits oscillation and periodic inversion during propagation, which is in accordance with the mentioned analytical prediction. But, the oscillation is not harmonic. One can also see that the propagation proceeds in a diffraction-free manner, the beam staying localized at all times. Here, we would like to point out that as α becomes smaller, the potential well becomes shallower, and the period becomes longer. Then, one essentially deals with the free space propagation and the beam must sustain a considerable diffraction for the positive parameter a. To make a comparison between the analytical and numerical results, we display in Fig. 1(b) the intensity profiles at z = D/4 and z = D/2, from which one can observe that the analytical (dashed curves) and numerical (solid curves) results agree with each other very well.
Finite energy Airy beams with transverse displacement
In this subsection we consider transversely displaced finite energy Airy beams. We introduce a transverse displacement x 0 to the beam, and write the initial beam as ψ(x, 0) =
The corresponding Fourier transform is written aŝ
according to the translation property of the Fourier transform. The general solution corresponding to this initial beam can be written as
from which one can see that the period does not change and that the beam still displays a phase transition at z = (2m + 1)D/4. Again, we can find the solution directly from Eq. (4), to obtain:
Comparing Eq. (12) with Eq. (9), one can see that the transverse displacement introduces a linear chirp to the solution at the phase transition point. The beam executes the same motion as before, but it is transversely stretched. Overall, with the transversely displaced finite energy Airy beam as an input, the solution is a combination of Eqs. (11) and (12). The accelerating trajectory corresponding to this case is
in which the second term on the right-hand side comes from the transverse displacement. One can predict that with increasing transverse displacement |x 0 |, the beam will accelerate along an ever more elongated cosine curve. Note that the solution in Sec. 3.1 is a special case of the one found here, with x 0 = 0. In Fig. 2 , we display the propagation scenarios for a finite energy Airy beam propagating with different transverse displacements. Figures 2(a1)-2(a3) are for the cases with x 0 < 0, while Figs. 2(b1)-2(b3) are for the cases with x 0 > 0. In comparison with Fig. 1(a) , the accelerating trajectories are modulated, due to the transverse displacement. Specifically, the beam with x 0 < 0 accelerates opposite to the case with x 0 ≥ 0; in Fig. 2(b3) , the main lobe almost moves along a straight line. In addition, the accelerating trajectory indeed approaches the cosine-like curve for large |x 0 |, as in Fig. 2(a1) , in which x 0 = −15. To elucidate the evolution clearly, Media 2 and Media 3 are prepared, corresponding to Figs. 2(a3) and 2(b3).
From Figs. 1(a) and 2, one can observe that some distance before and after the phase transition point the beam looses its multi-peak profile and propagates as an asymmetric single-hump beam. Only at the critical point it possesses a symmetric Gaussian profile. This phenomenon is a consequence of the beam approaching and bouncing off the potential wall. Owing to its finite energy, the beam spends some time at the turning point, and while bouncing off the potential wall it propagates as a single-peak pulse. To explore the phase transition region more clearly, we show the trajectories, velocities, and accelerations of the beam during propagation in 3, for different cases. The curves in the left column of the figure display the dynamics of the maximum of the beam intensity captured numerically, while the curves in the right column are the analytical results obtained according to Eqs. (7) and (13). The figure nicely displays why the motion is not harmonic. If it were harmonic, the curves for trajectories would be the same as those for accelerations, but of the opposite sign and scaled by a factor -and they are not. In fact, for the beam without displacement, the position and acceleration are of the same sign. Also, note the fundamental difference between the numerical and analytical curves -the numerical ones predict two-phase dynamics, whereas the analytical do not. Based on the numerical curves, one can see that the beam indeed displays two phase regions during propagation -the Airy phase and the single-peak phase. However, based on the analytical curves, one can argue in the opposite as well. According to Eqs. (11) and (12), the single-peak structure only occurs at the phase transition points; before and after these points, the beam still exhibits multi-peak structure, but the peaks are too small to recognize. This is quite similar to the case of Fresnel diffraction patterns considered as accelerating beams, in which the pattern decelerates first, then accumulates at the edge (at a certain point), loses its multi-peak structure, and finally accelerates in the opposite direction [26] . Strictly speaking, there is no single-peak phase region except at the phase transition point; however, the system has to reconnect the accelerating motion before the point with the decelerating motion after the point. In the tiny region around phase transition points, the motion of the beam is qualitatively different from that of the beam in the Airy phase. This is why numerical and analytical results agree with each other very well in the Airy phase region, while in the single-peak region, they do not. On the other hand, the analytical trajectory, velocity, and acceleration tend to infinity when the beam approaches the phase transition point, according to Figs. 3(b1)-3(b3) . This goes against physical reality. Oscillation requires bounded trajectory, velocity, and acceleration. Thus, the results with an apodization are more realistic.
It is interesting to compare this motion with the motion of the center of "mass", defined as
As mentioned, we find that the oscillation of the center of the mass is harmonic (not shown). More accurately, the whole wavepacket undergoes harmonic oscillation in a parabolic potential, but the maximum of the beam intensity does not. According to Eq. (13), the trajectory is independent of the decay parameter a. Nevertheless, the single-peak region does depend on a. To perform an exact analysis of the relation between the width of the region and a from Eq. (11) is not an easy task. Therefore, we only present this relation numerically; the result is shown in Fig. 4(a) . As one could predict, the singlepeak phase region increases with a increasing. The smaller the decay parameter, the harder for the beam to make a sudden inversion. In a similar vein, the transverse displacement x 0 does not affect the width of the single-peak phase region when a is fixed. In Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) , corresponding to the two dots shown in Fig. 4(a) , we display another two cases of the finite energy Airy beam propagation without transverse displacement (viz. x 0 = 0) over a half of the period, with a = 0.01 and 0.05, respectively. Clearly, one can see that the single-peak phase region in Fig. 4(b) is narrower than that in Fig. 4(c) .
Chirped finite energy Airy beams
According to Eq. (4), the beam propagation is equivalent to the Fourier transform of an initial beam with a quadratic chirp; thus, we wonder what is the dynamics of the chirped finite energy Airy beams. In this subsection, we address this topic and consider two cases: the linearly chirped beam and the quadratically chirped beam. The propagation of a chirped Airy beam in an optical fiber was recently reported in [27] , in which a relation between the second-order dispersion parameter and the chirp was displayed.
Linearly chirped beam
The finite energy Airy beam with a linear chirp is written as with β being the constant wavenumber. Clearly, the linear chirp will lead to a displacement β in the spatial frequency domain. Thus, according to Eqs. (11) and (12), one can write the solution as
with K = K − β . It is clear that the period D does not change and the phase transition point is still an odd integer multiple of the quarters of the period. At the phase transition point, we have
In Fig. 5 the intensities of linearly chirped finite energy Airy beams with different transverse displacements are displayed as functions of the propagation distance (Media 4 corresponds to Fig. 5(b) ). In the figure, β = 5 is fixed, while the displacements vary from −10 to 10. In comparison with the results shown in Fig. 2 , one can see that both the period and the phase transition point do not change, but the central point of the beam profile changes, which agrees well with the analytical results.
It is worth mentioning that the beam with a linear chirp is equivalent to an obliquely incident beam. For an obliquely incident Airy beam in free space, it is well known that it exhibits ballistic properties resembling a projectile motion [28, 29] . However, such ballistic properties are absent in the presence of a parabolic potential, as shown in and 2(b2), we find that the trajectories in Fig. 5 are modulated greatly. Mathematically, the trajectory is given by
where the third term on the right-hand side comes from the linear chirp.
Quadratically chirped beam
If the initial finite energy Airy beam carries a quadratic chirp, it can be written in the form:
Plugging this initial beam into Eq. (4), we end up with
with b = b + β . This solution is still the Fourier transform of the initial beam with a quadratic chirp. Thus, based on Eq. (11), the analytical solution can be written as
Since β is a constant, the period of Eq. (17) is still D. However, the phase transition point is not the same. If we let b = 0, the phase transition point is obtained as
If we let β → 0 in Eq. (18), the phase transition point tends to (2m + 1)D/4. In light of the fact that the beam at the phase transition point is still the Fourier transform of the initial beam excluding the quadratic chirp, the beam at this point can be still depicted by Eq. (12). As to the trajectory, it is now
In comparison with the trajectories shown in Eqs. (13) and (15), the influence from the quadratic chirp is not negligible; it is connected with the two terms on the right-hand side in Eq. (13). On the other hand, the phase transition point of Eq. (19) is not z = (2m + 1)D/4 any longer, as it was in Eqs. (7), (13) and (15). Actually, the point can be obtained after an involved algebra, and is the one displayed in Eq. (18). In Fig. 6 (Media 5 is corresponding to Fig. 6(b) ), we display numerical simulations of the propagating beams with quadratic chirp and different transverse displacements. One can clearly see that the phase transition points and the beam profiles at these points are in accordance with the analytical predictions. which are equivalent to the two one-dimensional cases, see Eq. (1) in Sec. 2. As a result, the two-dimensional case can be reduced to the product of two independent one-dimensional cases, which makes the physical picture of the two-dimensional case quite clear. Figure 7 depicts the propagation of the 2D Airy beam ψ(x, y) = exp(ax)Ai(x) exp(ay)Ai(y) in a parabolic potential with a = 0.1 and α = 0.5. In Fig. 7(a) , one can clearly see the periodic inversion and phase transition (the gaps represent the single-peak regions) of the 2D Airy beam during propagation. We also display the intensity distribution of the beam during propagation in the cross section x − y = 0, as shown in Fig. 7(b) , which is quite similar to Fig. 1(a) . Since the two-dimensional case is equivalent to a product of two one-dimensional cases, the similarity between Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 1(a) is easy to understand.
Conclusion
In summary, we have investigated the dynamics of finite energy Airy beams in a linear medium with an external parabolic potential, theoretically and numerically. Both one-dimensional and two-dimensional beams have been considered. We have found that the maximum intensity of the Airy beam does not exhibit harmonic oscillation, even though it moves in the parabolic potential. The whole beam exhibits phase transition at an odd integer multiple of quarters of the oscillation period, and undergoes a spatial inversion at an odd integer multiple of halves of the period. At the phase transition point, the beam becomes the Fourier transform of the initial beam, while at other places it is the Fourier transform of the initial beam with a quadratic chirp.
If the initial finite energy Airy beam carries a linear chirp, the phase transition point is not affected, but the beam at the phase transition point acquires a transverse displacement. If, on the other hand, the initial beam possesses a quadratic chirp, the phase transition point changes, but the beam profile at the point is not affected. Concerning the future outlook, it may be of interest to consider vectorial systems [30] of coupled 1D and 2D equations with a parabolic potential. Our investigation may lead to potential applications in particle manipulation, signal processing, propagation in GRIN media, and other fields.
